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In the heart of the 1960s, Corita Kent, also known as Sister Corita — a member of the order of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary until she left in 1968 — produced a spate of serigraph or screen-printed
images. These formed the core of this extraordinary retrospective exhibition. As a Pop artist, Corita
privileged text and color and manipulated type and images appropriated from the newly burgeoning
consumer culture of her era. Rather than using the trappings of materialism to point out its flaws,
however, she would radically reframe the elements she extracted from advertising logos and signage by
spatially manipulating the text. She would then add quotations — from sources as diverse as the Bible,
Camus, John Cage, activist priest Daniel Berrigan, and contemporary pop songs – writing across the
picture plane in her distinctive handwriting to produce socially relevant images grounded in her unique
sense of optimistic spirituality. In Corita’s hands, Wonder Bread and Safeway Market logos and Keep
Right and Wrong Way street signs all effortlessly transformed from secular into spiritual signposts.
These serigraphs, however, represent just one aspect of Corita’s artistic practice. During the 1950s and
’60s, Corita first taught in and was then chair of the art department at Los Angeles’s Immaculate Heart
College, where she became famous for her novel pedagogical methods. Her students helped produce her
serigraphs, and her inventive teaching practices encouraged them to look hard and work harder, leaving a
lasting impact on the way they encountered the world. Under her direction, they used vernacular materials
— brown cardboard boxes, found magazine imagery, leftover grocery store signs and fabric — to create
large box sculptures, signs, and banners.
Employing innovative curatorial design in Passion for the Possible, Aaron Rose ingeniously broadened
the sphere of Corita’s inclusive spirit of collaboration to include yet another generation of art students and
viewers. Rose is best known as proprietor of the New York-based Alleged Gallery, where he propounded
a “do-it–yourself” approach. In this show Rose found paradoxical but ample common ground between the
skateboarders, graffiti artists, and independent musicians of his 1990s gallery and Catholic nun Corita’s
low-tech, collaborative, and democratic methods of art-making.
In true Corita spirit, Rose filled the gallery with color, text and image, effectively expanding her oeuvre
by designing wall-sized murals of excerpts from her prints and a large box sculpture, which he completed
with the help of students and faculty from the California State University Northridge art department.
Corita was close friends with important cultural figures (Charles and Ray Eames, Buckminster Fuller)
whom she invited to speak to her students. Rose tapped his own creative community to develop
workshops and activities based on Corita’s pedagogical principles. Film director and graphic designer
Mike Mills (Thumbsucker), for instance, led groups of CSUN students in designing and fabricating 10foot canvas banners that hung as part of the gallery installation.
For the opening reception Rose organized a screen-printing station where gallery visitors, under the
tutelage of designer Juliette Bellocq, screened Corita-esque designs onto small souvenir boxes. A 40member women’s chorus, The Ladies Choir, organized by rockers Becky Stark (Lavender Diamond) and
Aska Matsumiya (The Sads, Moonrats), serenaded the audience with songs from the soundtrack to
Become a Microscope: 90 Statements on Sister Corita, a documentary film directed by Rose. In the film,
Rose combined Baylis Glascock’s original footage with contemporary interviews with Corita’s students
and colleagues and computer animations of Corita’s designs to create a memorable portrait of this
exuberant, iconic figure.
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